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ABSTKACr 

Dan  ̂Asia (b.l9S3) is often refened to as a composer who writes in an 

"accessible" style. Asia's style of composition evolved from an aleatoric and 

dissonant style to more lytkal and "accessible.** He received commissions from 

nwnerous musical organizations. Although Professor Asia's primary 

compositional focus has been on symphonic music, he has also written five works 

for chorus. 

This document will attempt to chronicle Asia's compositional development 

through a study of his five choral works: (1) Nineteen (published under the tide 

Sound Shapes) {WIZy, {l)Why(?) Jacob (1978); 0)She (1981); 

(4) Celebration (1988); and (S) purer than purest pure (1996). It suggests that 

these pieces can be perfomied by auditioned undergraduate choirs, despite their 

fairly chromatic harmonic idiom and intricate rhythms, if the rehearsals are 

approached in a pedagogically logical and sequenced manner. Problematic sections 

of works will be identified, and solutions or exercises provided. 

The appendix will include bar-line analysis of four of die works. This bar-

line analysis will be in die style of "Herford graphs," a system created by Julius 

Herford and familiar to most choral conductors. A complete list of published 

works and discography are also included in die appendix. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTENT AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Part One: introduction and Intent 

Daniel Asia (b.l9S3) is often referred to as a composer who writes in an 

"accessible" style/ Asia's style of compositioa evolved from an aleatocic and 

dissonant style to mote lyrical and "accessible." He received commissions from 

numerous musical organizations. Although Professor Asia's primary 

compositional focus has been on symphonic music, he has also written five works 

for chorus. 

Although his choral compositions have met with critical acclaim elsewhere, 

they are little known at The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Efis 

instrumental rearrangements of two choralworics received excellent reviews. 

Symphony No. 2 is comprised of material from his choral work Celebration. 

The solo piano version of Why (?) Jacob is reworked from a 1979 chorus 

divisi and piano version of the same name. Both Symphony No. 2 and the 

piano version of Why (?) Jacob (two of Asia's most widely performed works) 

have been commercially recorded. In 1995, the Ithaca College Choral Series 

conunissioned him to write an original work, a commission that resulted in a seven-

movement woik for a cappella SATB choir, purer than purest pure. 

This document will attempt to chronicle Asia's compositional development 

through a smdy of his five choral works: (1) Nineteen (published under the title 

Sound Shapes) (1973); (l)Why(?) Jacob (1978); (3) She (1981); 

(4) Celebration (1988); and (5) purer than purest pure (1996). It suggests that these 

' Raymond, "Asia: Scherzo Sonata; Piano (Quartet; Why (?) Jacob" American Record 
Guide (July/August 1995). 



pieces can be peifonned by auditioned undergraduate choirs, despite their fairly 

chromatic harmonic idiom and intricate rhythms, if the rehearsals are s^proached in 

a pedagogically logical and sequenced maimer. Problematic sections of works will 

be identified, and solutions or exercises provided. The appendix will include bar-

line analysis of four of the worics. Hiis bar-line analysis will be in the style of 

"Herford graphs," a system created by Julius Herford and familiar to most choral 

conductors. 

Two unfamiliar terms are used in this paper, "melodic accumulation" and 

"compound line." "Melodic accumulation" refers to Asia's compositional style of 

not presenting the entire melody immediately, but rather, presenting two or three 

notes of the melody, then starting over but adding a few more notes, starting over 

again and adding a few more notes and possibly altering some from the begiiming. 

Often, this technique is employed when the overall phrase is ascending. It 

helps create a sense of tension as the phrase slowly works its way higher. 

Related to the "melodic accumulation" is a second term, ''compound line: ' 

A compound line is defined by Kent Kennan as a melody which "consists, in 

effect, of two or more lines heard alternately."  ̂ This device is not only found in 

the music of Asia, or in just the twentieth century. Music of the Baroque ofilen 

employs this technique. In measures thirty-seven through forty-three of the first 

movement finm purer tium purest pure both the alto and tenor voice ate constructed 

in this maima- [see Example One and Example Two]. The alto part comprises two 

melodic lines, one which rises in whole and half steps and another which remains 

^Kent Kennan, Counterpoint̂  Third Ed. Englewood Cliffs, NX, Prentice Hall, Inc., 
1987. p.9. 



on the d. The tenor line is made of two melodic lines, one of which descends while 

the other remains on the pitch d. 

Example One: I thank you God, mm. 37-43 
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Part Two: Statement of Thesis 

This document will attempt to demonstrate through a thorough analysis that 

Daniel Asia's choral wodcs, although ofilea employing complex harmonic and 

rhythmic idioms, are fiiUy accessible to most auditioned undergraduate choral 

ensembles if ^proached properly. 

Although numerous reviews of Asia's music have been published, all deal 

primarily with his instrumental output There is virtually no literature concerning 

his choral works, nor are there commercial recordings. As of June 1997, the 

composer has no plans to record his choral works. This document will be the first 

thorough study of Asia's choral works. Plans to submit articles from this research 

for publication in national journals are one of the ultimate goals, in order to 

disseminate the information to a larger audience. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BIOGRAPHY OF DANIEL ASIA 

Part One: Youth and Education 

Daniel Asia (b. June 27,1953, Seattle, Washington) is desciibed by Elliott 

S. Hurwitt as being "among the most accomplished and accessible composers of 

his generation."' His style of composition has evolved ficom a "hard-edged 

dissonant language" to a more lyrical style.̂  Asia has been commissioned by a 

number of ensembles, including the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the Phoenix 

Symphony Orchestra, the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, the American Composers 

Orchestra, the Ithaca College Choir, and the MeadowmountTrio (New Yoric). It is 

evident that Asia's primary compositional focus is on symphonic works, yet his 

choral works still demand attention. 

Bom and raised in Seatde, Asia pursued studies in trombone, jazz, guitar, 

and composition with Peter Seib  ̂at the Lakeside School, Seattle, Washington.̂  

Asia earned his bachelor of Arts degree from Hampshire College, Amherst, 

Massachusetts, in Music and European History.' He continued his education at the 

Yale School of Music, New Haven, Connecticut, and received his Master of Music 

degree in 1977. His major teachers included Jacob Druckman (b. 1928), Stephen 

Albert (b. 1941), Gunther SchuUer (b. 1925), Isang Yun (b. 1917), 

'Elliott S. Hurwitt, "Asia: Ivory** Schwann Opus (VoL 7, No. 2, Spring 1996): 
"Ibid. 
 ̂Daniel Asia, Personal Correspondence, 1994, L by Daniel Asia. 

^Daniel Asia, Tenure Packet (Tucson, AZ, University of Arizona 
School of Music, 1994). 
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Arthur Weisberg (b. 1931), and Ronald Perera (b. 1941).̂  

The accomplishments and ideologies of Asia's instructors certainly shaped his 

development as a composo  ̂and professional musician. Specific examples of their 

influence include SchuUer's fascination with, and attempts to merge jazz elements with 

classical music characteristics; Weisberg's creation of a Contemporary Chamber 

Ensemble; Dnickman's studies with Copland, and the fact that many of these men 

received grants and fellowships to study and compose abroad which inspired Asia to 

achieve the same. 

bi 1977, Asia founded and became the Music Director and Conductor of 

Musical Elements, a New York Q^-based contemporary music ensemble that has 

performed in the city's major halls, including Merldn Hall and Carnegie Hall. The 

ensemble was in residence at the 92nd Street Y from 1986 to 1989. 1980, Asia 

was hired as Assistant Professor of Contemporary Music and conductor of the 

Wind Ensemble at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Oberlin, Ohio. In 198S, 

Asia was awarded a United Kingdom Fulbright Arts Fellowship Award. He left 

Oberlin for City University, London, England, where he was appointed a Visiting 

Lecturer. The following year, 1986, he received a Guggenheim Fellowship which 

allowed him to remain in England. By 1987, Asia was conducting performances 

of contemporary music with both the Endymion &)semble in London and Musical 

Elements in New Yoric. These performances afforded him the opportuniQr to 

work with musicians such as David Del Tredici, Dawn Upshaw, John Shirley-

Quirk, and others.* 

^Daniel Asia, Tenure Packet (Tucson, AZ, Universi  ̂of Arizona 
School of Music, 1994). 

'Daniel Asia, Tenure Packet (Tucson, AZ, Universi  ̂of Arizona 
School of Music, 1994). 
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Asia leturned to this country in 1988, after being appointed by The 

University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, as Associate Professor and Area Coordinator 

of Composition. In 1992, he was awarded tenure, and in 1997 he was promoted 

to Professor. While working at the university, Asia has also served as Guest 

Composer for the Center for Advanced Compositional Studies at the Aspen Music 

Festival, Aspen, Colorado (1990) and in 1991, as Resident Guest 

Composer/Conductor for The Center for New Music at Dusquesne University, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 1991, Asia also served as Composer in Residence 

through the Orchestra Residency Program of Meet the Composer (New Yoric) for 

the Phoenix Symphony Orchestra, a position he held for four years. He was 

awarded the Distinguished Alunmi Award from The Lakeside School, in Seatde, 

Washington (previous awardees included William Gates, President of Microsoft 

Co. and Governor Booth Gardiner, present Governor of the State of Washington). 

Di addition to the above activities, Asia has been a frequent guest lecturer at 

colleges, universities, and synagogues throughout the United States and Europe.' 

Asia's strong family and religious ties directly affect his artistic process. 

"As a practicing Jew, I look at the world through a Jewish lens as well as musical," 

he said recently in an interview for the New York Times. He continued,"Music to 

me has a tangible meaning beyond dtiUation or mere entertainment It tells about the 

world. I want my music to forge that connection."'' 

•ibid. 
'Ibid. 
' "Leslie Kandell, "One Concetto, Two Artists, 25 Opportunities," The New York 

Times  ̂ 18 February 1996. 
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Part Two: Professional Career 

During the fiist years of Asia's professional career his conducting woric far 

overshadowed bis compositional success, by 1987, however, this began to 

change. Although Asia continued to pursue and increase his conducting 

engagements, two major compositions, the Scherzo Sonata and Symphony 

No. 1 were completed. In 1989, he received two major commissions. The Seattle 

Symphony awarded him $8000 to perform his Grst symphony, and the 

Koussevitsky Music Foundation awarded him a grant for the writing of his Piano 

Quartet, hi 1990, he received two additional grants for composing two more works 

for large orchestra. 1992 saw the completion and performance of At the Far Edge, 

commissioned by the Seattle Youth Symphony, and Symphony No. 2 which was a 

reworking and orchestration of an earlier choral work entitled Celebration (1988) 

for baritone, chorus, brass quintet, and organ. By 1993, Symphonies Three and 

Four had been commissioned and performed by the Phoenix Symphony. Between 

1994 and 1996 Asia's symphonic works were included in seventeen separate 

concerts firom New York and Boston to Seattle and San Francisco.'' 

Asia's early instrumental compositions were described by James Reel as 

Miles Davis jamming with Anton Webem."'̂  Asia, himself, listed his early 

mentors as Druckman, Penderecki, Weisberg, Yun, and SchuUer. His works have 

been diversely described by critics as using "minimalism's rhythmic gestures,"" 

" (Asia, 1994) 
'̂ Paul Snook, "Asia: Symphonies; No. 2; No. 3," Fanfare (VoL 17, No 5, 

May/June 1994). 
" Paul Cook, "Asia: Symphony Nos. 2,3," Classical Pulse (August 1994). 
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to "conspicuously 'Jewish',"'* to "nco-imptessionistic,"*® to "neo-romantic"" 

to a "mix of Stravicsky and Bemstein."^  ̂ However, Asia describes his music 

as using a ''quasi tonaT harmonic language.' * This implies that he neither 

denies or underlies the tendencies of some pitches to suggest others. Kenneth 

Lafave explains it as a style whoe "a sense of note-to-note connection isn't 

frustrated, but neither is it usually reinforced or manipulated."'* This credo of 

Asia's has certainly evolved. Asia's earlier woiia are clearly "fiee-wheeling" '̂ 

and avant-garde in melodic, rhythmic and harmonic elements. By 1994, critics of 

his music had praised him for the lack of monotony often associated with many 

contemporary composers, and lauded his willingness to rely on melody and theme 

and variation to "carry his musical ideas." '̂ Today, Asia freely acknowledges 

the influence of Copland and Bemstein.̂  ̂ Over the past decade his music has 

become increasingly more tonal without losing its distinctiveness. This evolution 

from a more avant-garde s^le which incorporated non-metrical rhythms, elements 

of chance, and the complete abandonment of traditional harmonies, to a more tonal. 

David B. Greea "Artbeat," The Jerusalem Report (Vol. 4, No. 22, 10 March 
1994). 

Mary Ellen Button. "Cello Master's Dvorak Casts a Symphony Spell," The 
Cincinnati Post, 31 March 1990. 

(Snook, 1994) 
' ̂ Maty Ellen Hutton, "Fanfare Enlivens Predictable Show," The Cincinnati Post, 

8 October 1994. 
"Kenneth LaFav  ̂"Asia: Symphonies 2-1-3," American Record Guide (VoL 

57, No.4, July/August 1994) 
"Ibid. 

Dan Asia, Personal Correspondence, May 1997. 
(Cook, 1994) 

" (KandeU, 1996) 
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Bernstein-esqiie style of composition which employ melodks with variation and a more 

traditional rhythmic vocabulary is evident with an examination of Asia's choral works. 

Asia's choral works, dwarfed by the size and scope of his symphonic works, 

have been neglected. However, both his rearrangements of earlier choral works were 

met with great success. By 1995, recordings were made of both Symphony No. Two, 

and the solo piano version of Why (?) Jacob, reworked from a 1979 chorus and piano 

version of the same name. Also in 1995, a commission ftom the Ithaca College Choral 

Series resulted in the seven mowement purer than pitrest pure for a cappella SATE 

choir. Still, as of February 1996, none of Asia's choral works had been performed in 

his hometown of Tucson, Arizona. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE CHORAL WORKS OF DANIEL ASIA 

Part One'. Nineteen 

Nlineteen 

published under the title Sound Shapes 

[1973] 

Soprano d-a written, and others 

Alto 1 B-a written, and others 

Alto II A-f written, and others 

Tenor I F#-e written, and others 

Tenor II F#-B written, and others 

Bass I F#-B written, and others 

Bass H E-B written, and others 

Nineteen so named because Asia was nineteen years old when it was 

composed, is work that shows his most experimental style. The work is in three very 

short movements, each progressively longer, with the final movement lasting only 

three minutes. Nineteen is scored for voices, arranged by voice type (Le.: soprano, 

alto, tenor, bass) and also in small "groups of mixed voices," with pitch pipes. Non-

traditional vocal techniques such as the separation of vowel and consonant sounds are 

employed, as well as rhythmic snapping, stomping, and clapping. Indeterminant 

chord clusters ate indicated, as well as fiee thythms. Dynamics are not written in the 

traditional fashion but are notated by numbos with one (1) being the softest and six (6) 
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the loudest Only the range of the women's voices lies low in the register, although 

they are never required to sing loudly on these pitches. 

The riiythmic elements in Nineteen ate not difficult, but the notation is 

challenging. Much of the music is written in spatial notation, and some of the pages 

also include secondary marks above the music to help indicate duration. Time 

signatures are not used. Many of the rhythms ate &ee on the foreground level but must 

be coordinated with other voices engaged in precise rhythms or the timing of the larger 

section at the middle-ground leveL Coordinating the two levels may present problems 

in terms of timing the two ideas to work together. 

Although the majori  ̂ol Nineteen is contrapuntal, there are some instances of 

paired voices and homophonic or homorhythmic sections. Each movement is through-

composed, but several recurring motives provide a tripartite structure. This is 

suggested by the melodic naoire of movement two, and the modvic ideas shared by the 

exterior movements, one and three. Text painting is absent since there is no text except 

the phrase "solfege et dolce ma" in the second movement, which is repeated fifteen 

times. 

Diacritical marks are covered in the lengthy "Glossary of Notational Symbols" 

in the front of the score. Even at this early stage Asia bad the keen insight to explain 

clearly his musical needs. He foresaw the difBculty of rehearsing aleatoric works such 

as this and included a page titled "Sketches of Movement H (for rehearsal purposes)." 

Essentially, this page is a condensed version of the second movement devoid of the 

aleatoric devices. These "sketches" notate the melodic line of each voice part 

separately and in relation to the other voices. 

The first movement of Nineteen is scored for four groups of men and women in 

equal numbers (Groups I-IV), accompanied by two groups of pitch pipes. The first of 
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five segments which com(«ise the wodc begins with one group of pitch pipes with a 

short riiythmic pattern in diminution (Le., groups of three units to two to one). This 

rhythmic pattern incorporates a melodic unison a on the smaller rhythmic combinations. 

This short pattern, like the brief structural sections in this movement, is separated by 

silence. The choral entrance on unvoiced consonant sounds [s, f, sk] comprise the 

second segment The third segment, also choral, is mote rhythmically active, but 

unlike the second segment, employs voiced consonants on undetermined pitches. The 

fourth segment follows a few seconds of silence and is the most intricate. It 

incorporates both the voices and the pitch pipes. The rhythmic pattern returns in 

retrograde, with a rhythmic accumulation from two to six notes per unit The pattern 

begins with a unison a, but Group II adds an upper chromatic neighbor, and almost 

immediately afterwards Group m adds a lower chromatic neighbor. Overlapping the 

pitch pipe tone cluster, portions of Groups I through IV inteiject short unvoiced 

consonant sounds, followed by the addition of portamenti on voiced consonants. The 

shortest silence is followed by the fifth and concluding segment This segment like 

the fourth, incorporates unvoiced consonants together with portamenti on voiced 

consonants. In the last few seconds of the movement the pitch pipes return with either 

the a and its upp« chromatic neighbor in Group H or the a and its lower chromatic 

neighbor in the Group IIL 

To address and remedy the main problem of notational unfamiliari  ̂in Nineteen 

require adequate rehearsal time. Undergraduate choral ensembles who perform 

aleatoric works often will not be surprised by the non-traditional notation, such as 

spatial notation and novel way in which dynamics are notated. Ensembles which lack 

this familiarity may experience moments of confusion. To be of assistance to the 
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ensemble the conductor should give clear and ptecise cues; extraneous gestures would 

only confuse the choir. Pitches for the choir are not a problem, since few are specified. 

The second movement, for sevenrpart a c^peOa ch<mis, opens with the 

sprechstimme of the single line of text "solfege et dolce ma." These words ate a 

nonsense phrase and ate used only for their "sounds." The instructions for this 

movement indicate that the desired effect is of '̂ floating," therefore the dynamics should 

remain soft and the spoken words not rushed. This movement is one large 

klangfarbenmelodie interspersed with the sprechstimme ostinato. The 

klangfarbenmelodie migrates from low voices to high voices. The melody, without its 

octave displacements, moves predominantly conjuncdy. 

The main difBcuty of mastering the klangfarbenmelodie can be solved in two 

ways. The first involves teaching the choir the entire melody. This may require the 

rewriting of the melody using octave displacements. The melody written out like this 

will also serve to illustrate that it is predominanUy step-wise motion. A second solution 

is found in Asia's "Sketches of Movement II," where the notes of each part are written 

in condensed fashion. These melodies, too, are maiidy step-wise. Presenting the 

material to the choir in both of these ways leaves little room for error. The voice parts 

will have learned their lines as individual melodies and as portions of a larger melody. 

The final movement is scored for four-part chorus and two groups of pitch 

pipes, recalling the singing of voiced and unvoiced consonants and the portamentL 

This movement uses silence as a means to separate segments, as well as more chance 

elements than previous movements. Together with the firee rhythms and indeterminate 

pitch clusters, this movement allows choir members to choose their "sound 

combination." 
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The same rehearsal techniques used for the first movement of Nineteen can also 

be ̂ plied to the final movement Both movements present the same general problem, 

nnfamfli'ari  ̂with the notation. 
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Part Two: Why (?) Jacob 

Why (?) Jacob 

[1978] 

Soprano I d-g#l 

Soprano D c-ebl 

AltoIAb-cl 

AltoHAb-b 

Tenor I F-g 

Tenor n F-g 

Bass I D-eb 

Bass n GG-db 

Why (?) Jacob, completed on December 23,1978, in Peterborough, New 

Hampshire, is an elegy written for a childhood friend, killed in the October, 1973 Arab-

Israeli War. The piece was commissioned by the Lakeside School, Seattle, Washinton 

for the dedication of the Saint Nicholas Performing Arts Center. Why (?) Jacob is 

really a piano solo with choral accompaniment Its mood is nostalgic, alternating 

between hazy chromatic sections and simple folk-like statements. Asia's commentary 

on the cover of the solo piano version of this work suggests a character that is quite 

&ee, as if it were "part of the romantic piano Uteratuie." Specific instruction in the 

score pertain primarily to the riiythmic elements. Tempo indications aie approximate 

and serve only to suggest the character of the section. Rubato therefore should be 

applied freely, particulariy in the non-tonal sections. 
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The tessitura of the soprano and tenor is low. However, both bass parts 

center around the middle of the bass-baiitone range. Toward the end of the work the 

basses descend to GG; until this point die lowest note they had sung was a D. 

Chromatic sections are reserved for the piano alone. MelodkaUy, the choir is often 

engaged in klangfitrbenmelodie. The choir's pointalistic melody is doubled by the piano 

for only the first sixteen measures of the choral entrance, however, a small organ may 

be used to double the choir if needed. As the riiythmic language grows increasingly 

complex, the melodic elements become simpler. After measure 113, the structural 

center of the work, the choir is no longer divided into eight parts, but is primarily in 

four-parts. Only in the last four measures does the eight-part texture return. 

It is a paradox that while the piano is engaged in its most tonal section, the choir 

is performing its most aleatoric devices: spatial notation, free rhythm, and spoken 

word. Rhythmically this piece alternates between basic, simple rhythms of quarter-

notes and half-notes to the most complex rhythms of two-against-three-against-four 

and aleatoric rhythms that call for non-traditional notation. Asia supplies instructions 

that explain the non-traditional notation. No traditional time signatures appear in the 

work, however, Asia does include metronome numbers at the beginning of groups of 

measures that "refer to beat positions in a standard conducting pattern." 

Diacritical marks are employed, but more common than symbols aie notes to the 

performer. For example, rather than writing an accent over each note for the choir's 

opening section, Asia writes "always imitating the attack and decay characteristics of 

the piano." The score is full of comments ranging from tempo indications to diction 

specifications. For the mote aleatoric sections, specifically, when the choir is singing 

on neutral syllables, Asia includes a key to the vowel sounds in his bitroduction. To 
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help guide the conductor, the scoie employs dotted lines to trace the 

klangfiirbenmelodie, and to imply a legato connection for this concept 

Unlike the later choral woilcs of Asia, this work is missing several of his 

chromatic trademarks. Hypotyposis is not employed, because the choir sings only the 

words "why Jacob" and various vowel sounds. These vowel sounds, however, do 

create the phonetics of the word "Yahweh" towards the end of the work. There are no 

pairings of voices, and, surprisingly, there is only one homophonic choral section. 

The work is divided into three large sections. A, B, A, with the middle section 

extending more than twice the length of its outer neighbors. Each section is introduced 

by a solo piano portion which helps define the form. 

The opening A section, in non-metered notation, begins with a fifteen measure 

piano introductioiL This introduction is highly chromatic, diythmically free and 

quasi-improvisatory. Melodic leaps greater than an octave stand in stadc contrast to the 

choral section which follows. The choir enters in measure sixteen and introduces a 

new melodic idea [see Example Three]. This new idea is the predominantly step-wise 

klangfarbenmelodie based on the g-mixolydian scale, doubled by the piano for the first 

sixteen measures. The choir continues to sing its klangfiirbenmelodie for another 

twenty-nine measures accompanied only by the organ (if needed), with the piano 

entering for a four measure flourish to end this section. 
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At measure sixty-one, a piano interlude introduces the extended B section. This 

twenty-three measure interlude combines the melodic elements of the introduction 

together with a folk-like tune that will enter twenty-seven measures later. The 

klangfarbenmelodie structure begins again, after the piano interlude, but evolves into a 

"spatial notation" section. By measure 112, the piano plays its most simple melody, 

the folk-like tune, while the choir is engaged in free, rhythmic canons. Measure 113 
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introduces spoken texts also in canon. Tliese texts, orated by speakers to be chosen 

from the chorus, are instructed to speak "in the middle ground." Word intelligibility is 

unimportant The piano, for the first time, is instructed to be in the "background." 

The choir's &ee rhythmk; canons get progressively mote intricate, both in rhythm and 

the rapidi^ of vowel sounds. Thesectionends with all the voices evolving fix}m the 

canonic pattern to the only homophonic section in the work. The following three 

measures, 173-175, employ the choir singing, "ya(h)acov" (Jacob) on progressively 

longer sustained notes. 

The closing A section is also introduced by a solo piano passage. As in the 

opening A section, this introduction is chromatic and in free style. Unlike the A' 

section, the choir is in four parts only and does not sing all the notes of the opening 

kUmgfarbenmelodie [see Example Four]. The piano plays all the notes of the 

klangfarbenmelodie. In addition, the piano plays continually in this A section and 

reiterates the choir's klangfarbenmelodie. Upon each of the piano's repetitions an 

additional octave is added. This last section is the most rhythmically complex for the 

choir. By measure 214 the voices ate engaged in layers of rhythmic activi^ involving 

two-against-three-against-four. The primary difficulty in the choral riiythms is the 

speed with which they change from duple to triple, coupled with the use of rests and 

ties. The neutral syllables on which the choir is singing can also be a stumbling block. 

The choir is divisi k eight for the last four measures, ending on a two octave g-minor 

chord. The choir crescendos on this choid and then begins to decrescendo. The free 

rhythmic canon is recalled in the inner voices, while the outer voices sing long 

sustained pitches. The piano serves only to add short four or five note flourishes. 

These flourishes soften the sense of finality created by the chorus. The work ends 

quietly. 
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The work presents three main problems which must be resolved in rehearsal: 
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the intonation of the klangfarbenmelodie, the unfamiliarity of spatial notation, and the 

rhythmic intricacies of the last section. The first problem may be solved in two ways. 

First, teach the whole choir the entire tune. Reading the piano part makes this easier. 

The range of the melody extends from F to bb. While this is terribly low for the 

sopranos (the men can use falsetto voices for the higher tessitura) the benefit of learning 

the entire line outweighs the difficulty one voice part may have with a portion of the 

rehearsal. A second solution is found in Asia's comments in the Introduction to the 

score. The employment of a small organ ("like those used by rock bands") may be 

used to duplicate the choir's pitches. This is certainly an option, as it is given by the 

composer. 
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The second problem, unfamfliarity with the notation, requites ample rehearsal 

time. Undergraduate ensembles that peiform aleatoiic works often will not be 

surprised by the unusual notation, however, ensembles with lesser experience may 

become intimidated or confused. The conduct(v must give clear and precise cues. 

Although the score states cleariyAat all cues are "taken fitom the piano," cues should 

be reinforced by the conductor, because most choirs will feel timid about this section. 

It is important that no extraneous gestures be involved; they will only confuse the 

ensemble. 

In working towards mastery of the rhythmic layerings in the last A section, a 

few suggestions are offered. First, rehearse each line separately on a neutral syllable, 

preferably one with a percussive consonant, [ta] for example. The choir should leam 

the section without the ties, and, if needed, without the rests. This should help to 

facilitate the movement from groups of two to three to four. Once these rhythmic 

modulations have been mastered, reinsert the ties and tests. Hnally, add the text Asia 

acknowledges that the last thirty measures are the most difGcult for the choir and 

insists that the genoal effect is far more important than the minutia. The over-riding 

concern, according to Asia, should be the choir's ability to crescendo on the final g-

minor chord. 
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Pan Three: She 

She 

[1981] 

Soprano f-gl 

Altoc-cl 

Tenor G#-a 

Bass FF#-eb 

She, completed on December 30,1981, is harmonically the most complex of all 

Asia's choral works. The text, by Paul Pines, is from a poem tided Glyphs written in 

1978. The work is built on two ideas, the tritone and the incorporation of the 

chromatic scale into most of its nine sections. The tritone motive is found melodically, 

but more often harmonically between two voices. It is the prominence of this tritone 

motive which effects the hannonic language and makes the work difOcult for a young 

choir to tune. Scholars who are adept in Set Theory will be able to analyze this wodc 

more thoroughly. The prominence of the tritone stems from the work's dependence on 

the set (0,2,6) and all the permutations thereof. 

Although the tessitura of tibe tenor part lies high, the overall range for the voices 

does not present a problem. With few exceptions, for example in measure thirty-one 

the sopranos descend a minor tenth in disjunct motion, the vocal lines for the women 

lie very well within the respective ranges of each voice part The lack of an octave leap 

in any voice, particularly the bass, is noteworthy. The octave intervals oftoi found in 

bass lines are substituted with leaps of major and minor sevenths, and diminished 

octaves. This also increases the intonation difBculties for a young choir. 
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While the rhythmic vocabulary of She is shaped by speech declamation, two 

portions present problems, measures twenty-two through twen^-seven and measures 

fifty-three through fiffy-eight Asia employs metrical changes to facilitate the natural 

accents of the spoten word, and in these two sections he is forced to change meter in 

every bar. The speech declamation is so prominent that the metrical changes in 

measures twenty-two through twenty-seven include time signatures which incorporate 

the sixteenth note as their base. In addition to numerous meter changes, there are 

&equent tempo changes as welL There are more than ten specific tempo changes and 

several fluctuations as well (i.e. accelerandi, and ritardandi), including eight instances 

of ritatdandi into a new slower tempo. Except for the meter change firom measures 

fifty-two to fifty-three, where the dotted quarter equals the new quarter note, all of the 

other meter changes maintain a common rhythmic unit This demands that the 

conduaor constantly subdivide in his head to ensure that the meter changes be executed 

precisely. 

The work is predominandy homophonic and homorhythmic, even at the more 

rhythmically challenging sections. Canon and imitative devices are not employed; 

variety is achieved through timbre changes and by the alternation of rhythmically active 

and non active sections. The brief omission of a voice, often the bass, paired voices, 

and dramatic silences give relief finm the continuous four-part homophonic texture. 

Asia is extremely specific about his diacritical marks. Dynamics marks, 

including crescendi and decrescendi symbols, are placed precisely, often with detailed 

adjectives (Le.,: piu, or subito); adjectives to describe the charactw of the section ate 

abundant and clear; instructions as to how the work should be conducted are included. 

For example, measure six^-eight has a parenthetical triangle over it, to irxlicate that the 

6/8 meter should be conducted in three. Measure seventy-two uses two time 
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signatures, 8/8 and 4/4, with the note that it "may be conducted in either time 

signature." 

Certain characteristics can only be found in vocal music: neutral vowel 

sounds, and text painting. Neutral syllables are employed over an extended period of 

time, twice in She. Again, Asia is very specific about which sounds he wants each 

part to sing, but, unfortunately, no key is included in the score to identify his 

preference for particular vowel sounds. Hypotyposis can be found in several places. 

The line of text, "She doesn't like to talk about words she says," is followed by four 

beats of silence, to reinforce her unwillingness to talk. The phrase "go away' is one of 

the few phrases set melismatically; it also uses a decrescendo from fortissimo to 

pianissimo to create the illusion of going away. The second time this line is set, at the 

conclusion of the piece, the use of neutral syllables is incorporated. This paints the 

text in a maimer that creates a dynamic illusion of voices leaving while reinforcing 

clarity of text 

Asia's use of rests defines the structure of the piece. The work, although 

through composed, is in three large sections, each separated by moments of silence. 

These three large sections are further divided into nine smaller segments defined by the 

use of a chromatic scale. The placement of rehearsal letters helps to clarify these 

smaller segments. 

In the opening section, measures one through for^-three, there are five tempo 

changes ( d s 65, d=:52, d =66, d = 122, 4=104), six melodic leaps of the 

tritone, and twenty-six harmonic uses of the tritone. bi measures twenty-two through 

thirty-two, a tritone can be found on all beats but two (in measure thirty-one). This 

large section is divided into five smaller passages: measures one through nine; ten 

through fourteen; fifteen through eighteen; twenty-two through thirty-two; and thirty-
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three through for^-one. Each of these sections employs all the notes of the chromatic 

scale, although there are some enharmonic spellings. The note e is highlighted through 

its placement, or lack thereof, throughout the piece, bi the Grst two sections it sounds 

in the final chord of each section. That is to say, in each of the nine sections all twelve 

pitches are used, with the pitch e being the last of the twelve to sound in two of the 

sections. This will later be developed and exploited, in that in the final section the note e 

is the only pitch of the chromatic scale not sung. 

The shorter middle section, measures forty-two through sixty-eight, 

incorporates three tempo changes (4 =66, d=76, 4=66). The tritone is not found 

melodically in this section, but hannonically it is heard twenty-six times. The middle 

section, like the opening, is also divided into three smallersegments: forty-two through 

fifty-two, fifty-three through fifty-nine, sixty through sixty-eight The note «in the 

ultimate chord of a segment is only used once, in measure fifty-three. However, when 

it is used in measure fiffy-three it is the last of the twelve notes of the chromatic scale to 

be attained within that segment 

The final, and shottest section of the wodc comprises measures sixty-nine 

through ninety-five. Here there are more tempo changes ( 4^88, 4=56, 4=52) and 

the melodic tritone, used thir^-seven times, takes precedence of the harmonic tritone, 

used thirteen times. There are only two smaller segments in this last section: measure 

sixty-nine through seventy-seven; seventy-eight through ninety-five, bi the first of 

these two segments the «is again reserved for the last pitch of the chromatic scale to be 

attained and therefore is also heard in the final chord of the segment The final segment 

beginning in measure seventy-eight is different fit)m all others. To this point the e has 

been heard in the final chord of half of the segments. Twice the note e has not only 

been in the final chord, but also the last note of the chromatic scale attained within a 
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within a segment b segment nine, the last segment, thee is never attained. It is the 

only note of the chromatic scale notstmg in the last eighteen measiires. While it is true 

that this pitch may not be heard in performance of the work, it is an impottant element 

to the structure of the work. 

Approaching this work is difficult at best. Although no extended pairings of 

voices are employed, it is in the conductor's best interest to rehearse She in different 

combinations of two voices and allow all the voices to sing with every other voice part 

before combining the entire choir. Certainly working on a neutral syllable is best, as 

the text adds another layer of difficulty. 

Speaking the text, with proper diction, in riiythm is ideal. Since the speech 

declamation so gieady affects the rhythm of this work, rehearsing the more complex 

rhythms by speaking the text in rhythm should simplify matters. 
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Part Four: Celebration 

Celebration (Khagiga) 

[1988] 

Soprano [div] d-al 

Alto [div] Bb-el 

Tenor [div] E - g 

Bass [div] FF-d 

Celebration, for cantor, S ATB chorus, brass quintet and organ, was 

commissioned by the Pencer family of Toronto, Canada in celebration of the seventy-

fifth anniversary of Temple Bedi El and in honor of cantor Morton Shames. The five 

movement woric, completed in 1988, is a nineteen-minute setting of the first two-thiids 

of the Jewish prayer service. Its five movements arc titled after moments in the service: 

I. Ma-tovou ("Your love is great.."), H. Ashrenu ("Therefore it is our duty to thank 

and praise you..."), IIL L'cha Adonai ("Yours...is the greatest and the power and the 

splendor''), IV. Mine Afy'shuati ("Behold, God is my deliverance"), and V. Halleluja. 

The work is not laden with complex melodic ideas or rhythmic intricacies. 

Development is achieved piimaiily through repetition with variations, contributing to 

the accessibili^ of the work. Odier factors contributing to the easier performance 

requirements of Celebration are the easy vocal ranges, the doubling of the vocal parts 

by the brass quintet, and the lyrical, though modal, melodies. Many of the melodic 

gestures are specific to Judaism, and stem fiom Asia's abili^ to sing Jewish chant In 

fact, the chant influence can be heard in all vocal lines. Typical of Asia's vocal writing, 

the leap of an octave is never simg. 
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It is unusual for Asia to use divided voices within sections. Normally his part 

writing is so clear that once the number of voices is selected thoe is no need to divide 

any them further. But in Celebration, the women's voices often divide for only a few 

chords before returning to the predominantly four-part texture. A technique of 

"melodic accumulation" is also used, implying a "compound line" and helping to create 

a melodic excitement even in slower, or softer sections. Celebration is a reflective piece 

in keeping with the idea of the prayer service. In all movements but the last, melodic 

contour, dynamic elements, and rhythmic vocabulary create a quiet and intense 

urgency, rather than extroverted boisterousness. 

The polyrhythms associated with Asia's earlier choral works are absent from 

Celebration, however, syncopation and mixed meter are often employed. The motive 

of the fifth movement is generated Grom the mixed meter concept of dividing three-four 

into two or three even sections. Metrical changes are made to facilitate the speech 

declamation of the text 

No imitative writing is found, although there are call and answer passages. 

These brief responsory sections involve different combinations of musicians; cantor to 

choir, brass to choir, soprani to choir, etc.. None of these repetitions implies strict 

canon or any other foim of imitative writing. 

Uncharacteristically, the score has comparatively few articulation marks, 

however, dynamic changes ate in abundance. Dynamics range from pianissississimo 

to fortissississimo. Although written instructions are sparse, they ate present Many 

directions in the score influence the conductor's decisions. For example, the directions 

range from instructing the choir to stagger their breathing to indications for brass cues. 

The movements are related by their tonal centers and other common structural 

devices, primarily the use of a variation principal All movements have instrumental 
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introductioiis, even though some of them ate uuelated to following material musically 

except in character or mood. Yet further common bonds in the work are its Jewish 

rhythmic and melodic gestures and motives. 

Ma-tovou 

Soprano [div] d-gl 

Alto [div] Bb^l 

Tenor E-f 

Bass FF-d 

The opening movement, Ma-tovou, is the prayer chanted upon entering the 

sanctuary. A similar text, found as Psalm 84 in the Bible, has often been set by other 

composers. This setting is the most reverent of the movements in Asia 

employs a "melodic accumulation," allowing the melody to grow longer and more 

varied by way of slow repetitions. It is easy to hear the Jewish chant influences in the 

opening motive of the introduction by the solo hom, alto and tenor parts. This chant 

motive is manifested in the use of melodic mode, a conjunct melodic line, and the 

predominance of rhythmic units in groups of two or three. 

Rhythmically, the work presents no major obstacles, once the concepts of 

across-the-bar displacements and hemiola are mastered. The work makes ficequent use 

of dividing 6/8 into even groups of two or three, and in one place into four. 

This movement is homophonic, but not always homochythmic. Often the 

instrumental parts serve to reinforce the choral writing through doubling the voices, 

which should help facilitate successful performances. There are many pairings of 
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voices within the choral writing, however, contrary motion between paired parts 

permeates the movement 

A principle difficulty in learning this movement for many choirs will be the 

unfamiliarity with the (febtew language, since the movement has a great deal of text 

Fortunately, much of the text is said homorhythmically at a slow tempo. 

Unfortunately, there is no diction guide for the text within the score. 

The structure of the movement is tripartite. The long introduction, in two parts, 

serves two functions. The 6rst section, in twenty-six measures, sets the mood by 

employing soft humming voices. The second section, in twenty-one measures, 

introduces the two timbral choirs used in this movement: choral and brass quintet 

Hnally, the principal theme appears, introducing the first A section of the movement 

This primary section, begun with a forte dynamic and first line of text, is neariy 

twice as long as the other sections. The opening motive. A, will be heard in five more 

variations before the movement is complete. The variations always take the fonn of 

small melodic alterations. This A theme is always sung at a forte dynamic using the 

fidl ensemble. Asia prepares the excitement of the entrance of this theme by inteijecting 

contrasting two-voice sections, closer in mood to the opening alto and tenor duet The 

structural pattern of the section, after the forty-seven bar introduction, is this: A - duet 

one - A - A - duet two - A - duet three. The first of these duets, sung by the sopranos 

and altos, is accompanied by the brass. The second, sung by the tenors and basses, is 

unaccompanied. The final duet is also unaccompanied, and is sung by the altos and 

tenors. 

The second main section is thirty-three measures long. Although shorter than 

the introductory portion, its purpose is important it adds contrast to the reoccurring A 

themes from the first section and develops the rhythmic ideas. It is in four sections: 
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parts I and IV use the brass playing alone, part D employs the full choir singing with 

the brass, and part m uses unaccompan^ choir. 

The movement concludes with two quotes of the A theme. The first time the 

theme is performed it is intemipted by a restatement at a fortissimo dynamic, 

hdghtening the drama at the end of the movement Ma-tavou, like the first four 

movements of Celebration, ends quietly. 

The translation of the opening movement is: 

How lovely are your sanctuaries, people of Jacob, 

your prayer houses, descendants of IsraeL 

Your great love inspires me to enter Your house, 

to worship in Your holy sanctuary, filled with awe for You. 

I love Your house, the place of your glory. 

Before my Maker will I bow and worship, bending the knee. 

I pray that this be an acceptable time for my prayer. 

O God, Your love is great: answer me with Your true deliverance. 

This movement is well suited to rehearsing different combinations of voices, 

because of the preponderance of paired voices. Common in the choral writing of Asia, 

three voices move in a consonant manner while the fourth voice adds dissonance. The 

brass doubling of many of the choral sections will simplify some of the pitch problems. 

The most rhythmically challenging section, from measures 137 to 143, may be 

taught easily by following these three suggestions. Hrst, the subdivision of the pulse 

remains constant for the fiill seven measures. Second, the choir sings a sustained pitch 

preceding this phrase allowing them the time to apprehend the new subdivision before it 
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commences. Lastly, there is no riiythmic layering. This allows the conductor to 

change patterns to better facilitate ifaythmic precision. One caution: the instnimentalists 

should be made aware of these changes. 

One of the largest pedagogical obstacles to the movement is teaching the diction, 

because it contains the greatest amount of text Singing in Hebrew is not common in 

American ensembles, nor are there any books o£fering instructions or guides to 

pronunciation. Often, the conductor can find a mentor within the ensemble or 

community, to guide the choir in proper Hebrew pronunciation. 

Ashrenu 

Soprano [div] ff^al 

Alto [div] c-dl 

Tenor F#-C* 

Bass BB-d 

The second movement, Ashrenu, is the shortest movement; it is an expanded 

tripartite fonn, defined by instrumentation. The introduction and the coda, for 

example, are scored for brass and organ. The two A sections each begin with 

unaccompanied S ATB choir, while the B section employs the cantor, brass, organ, and 

choir. 

The conjunct melodic character of Jewish chant is seen in die vocal writing. The 

rhythms ate simple. Although cross-bar displacements are used, the movement 

presents no tbythmic challenges. Except for one group of eighth-note triplets, the 

fundamental rhythmic element is the even eighth-note. 
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A homophonic texture prevails, however, during the melismatic sections, the 

music is not homorhythmic. Hiis movement is a dialogue between the two timbral 

forces, brass and vocaL The organ supports or highlights elements from both choirs, 

playing no separate cole of its own. 

Asia's diacritical madcs are clear and consistent Dynamic markings are the 

most numerous, but articulation, tempo, and s^listic marks are very clear. Some 

organ registration is given, but it lacks precise specifications or details given other 

voicesAnstrumentalists. This could stem from Asia's ^parent unfamiliarity with the 

organ. Other evidence of this is in one instance in another movement (JHalleluja) where 

a note is scored for which does not exist on the organ. Still, if one observes Asia's 

directions within the character of the movement, there is litde room for 

misinterpretation. 

The introduction comprises three three-measure phrases and one five-measure 

phrase. The brass quintet defines the phrase length as the organ serves only to 

reinforce initial pitches. Through "melodic accumulation" the melody is exposed: the 

melody begins by moving only a major second, phrase two encompasses a major third, 

the third phrase moves only a major second, regaining strength for the fourth phrase 

where the melody rises a major sixth, after which the initial pitch of the main theme 

returns in the chorus. 

The choir enters quiedy, introducing the A section. Taking over from the 

brass, the choir sings the word "Ashrenu" four times without accompaniment The 

first time the word is set, it is homophonic and homothythmic; the second time there is 

a short melismatic passage on the second syllable; the third time is also somewhat 

melismatic; and by the fourth repetition, the second and third syllables are set to a 

highly melismatic line. This type melismatic treatment is uncommon for Asia, and. 
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except for the opoiing of the first movement, does not appear to this degree any other 

place in his choral pieces. During this long melisma, still sung quietly, the organ enters 

softty to double the choir's vocal lines. By measure thir^ the cantor has entered, 

beginning the B section. 

The B section incorporates the choir, organ, brass, and cantor, each perfonning 

different fimctions. The choir's melisma &om the word '̂ Ashrenu" has evolved to a 

melisma on the neutral syllable "ah." The organ, holding long sustained clusters, is 

mainly reinforcing the pitches used from the choir's melismas. Over this pianissimo 

singing and playing, the cantor intones the remaining text of the movement (fis vocal 

line, which is more ihythmically active, also employs portamento and grace notes. The 

brass, entering towards the end of the passage, subsumes the choir's melismas and 

works them into a transition to the return of A. 

The A section returns almost exactly as it was the first time. Some of the 

discrepancies will hardly be noticed. The difference between measure sixteen's eighth 

rest and measure fife's breath made, for example, is practically nil. This lack of 

alteration is rare for Asia, as his repetitions characteristically involve much more 

variation. The wodc concludes with a coda based on music from the introduction. As 

in the introduction, the brass plays short melodic phrases and the organ serves to 

reinforce a few pitches. Unlike the introduction, where it took the brass a five measure 

phrase to ascend to the interval of the major sixth, here it takes eight measures. When 

they reach the goal note, they immediately sotmd the short "Ashrenu" motive, originally 

sung by the choir. This suggests that the idea that this is what the brass quintet has 

wanted to perform since the beginning of the movement, but could achieve only at the 

very end, and even then, by playing the opening motive in lieu of the entire phrase. 
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The text of Ashrenu is; 

Therefore it is ourduty^ to thank You and praise You, 

to glorify and sanctify Your name. 

How good is our portion, how pleasant our lot 

Nothing in the movement is especially dif&culL The rhythmic language is 

simple, the melodies are lyrical, the harmonies tonal, and the text (for the choir) 

consists of one word. The main challenge of the work is to master the chant-like 

melodies found in the melismatic sections. For the choir to sing them in groups of two 

and three, although sometimes tied over the bar, and not to perform them as jazz 

syncopations, is key to the character of this work. This is made more difGcult, since 

within the melismatic sections voice parts are given different rhythmic groupings. 

Once the choir understands the style, however, this should not be a problem. 

L'chaAdonai 

Soprano [div] fl^al 

Alto [div] d-ebl 

Tenor [div] F#-e 

Bass [div] GG-c# 

L'cha Adorud, maintains the reverent mood of the movement preceding it It 

begins and ends softly with a solo instrument Most of the work is soft with only three 

short loud outbursts. Structurally, the work is an extended rounded binary form: 

AAB A. It is extended through the use of an instrumental introduction, interiudes, and a 

coda. 
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Melodically and hannonically L'chaAdorud is the most tonal of all the 

movements. The tessitura ofeach voice is comfortable. This movement demonstrates 

Asia's awareness of certain restrictions of the voice. Since the movement is 

predominantly quiet, the voices, with the possible exception of the bass, lie low in their 

register. Only when a louder dynamic is requited does the tessitura rise to 

accommodate the fullness of sound. The seven repetitions of the main motive, 

although varied each time, add to the degree of success possible with this movement 

With much of the organ part engaged in rhythmic ostinati, the cross-bar 

displacements create the feeling of compound meter. Meter changes are employed to 

facilitate speech declamation. Chorally, the smallest rhythmic unit is the eighth-note; 

with much of the movement at 4= 66, there are few rhythmically challenging phrases. 

One specific problem does exist, however often one voice will sing a quarter-note 

triplet while another part is simultaneously singing a syncopated rhythm of eighth-note 

- quarter-note - eighth-note. Attaining rhythmic precision here may prove difBcult for 

some choirs. 

The A sections of the movement are strictly homophonic and mostly 

homorhythmic. The B section, in contrast, is built on linear counterpoint. Although 

often employing paired voices, each voice part is engaged in its own melodic line. 

Written instructions within the movement are clear and, aside from the many 

dynamic shadings, deal mainly with the instrumentalists. Directions for the use of 

mutes, organ registration, and most of the articulation marks primarily concon the 

individual instrumentalist only. 

This movement is closely related to the first in several ways: it employs 

variations on a main motive, it has a large contrasting middle section, and it is 

introduced and closed by an instrumental passage. Unlike the first movement, L'cha 
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Adoned uses instnunental interiudes to divide the main sections. Although the thematic 

material is greatly different from the first movement, other characteristics are similar. 

Both movements I and m begin with a solo brass instrument; in this movement it is the 

trumpet Both movements a]so employ "melodic accumulation" to introduce material 

Movement IH. however, reuses the material from this introduction; the solo trumpet's 

first four notes serve as the germ for the three other sections which feature solo 

trumpet 

After a seventeen measure introduction, the choir enters with the fourteen 

measure main theme, or section A. This theme is inunediately repeated, with 

alterations, for the next twelve measures. These two small "a" sections together 

comprise the first large A section. A fifteen meastite instrumental interlude linlcs the 

first A section with the second, which commences with another variation of "a," in 

sixteen measures, followed by its counterpart in fifteen measures. The second 

instrumental interiude follows, initiated by the trumpet and propelled by its initial four 

notes. 

The twenty-five measure B section is in stark contrast to the preceding A 

section. The choir no longer sings homophonically, and one member from each section 

joins the cantor in whispering a prayer in English. The texture is further thiimed by the 

little use of the second trumpet horn, and trombone. The organ ceases its eighth-note 

ostinato from the last A section and replaces it instead with a rhythmic ostinato of thirty-

second notes. These motivic and timbral characteristics remain constant until the 

trumpet introduces the third and final instrumental interiude. 

The concluding A section is the longest because it incorporates a third "a" 

section within it The first two "a" portions ate both fourteen measures long and are 

played softly. Not until the final six measures of the second "a" portion that a dramatic 
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crescendo is written. This crescendo builds wonderfully to the unexpected third repeat 

of "a" section. This last repetition is an octave higher than previous times, written 

fortissimo, and in eight-part divisi choral writing. The tutti ensemble crescendos for 

the last measure of this section to a fortississimo; this is rate for Asia. This seems like 

an ending, but instead an instrumental coda is added. The eighteen measure coda 

begins with the same descending scale motive that started the movement Begun by the 

trumpet, the coda material moves melodicaUy lower and dynamically softer until resting 

in the bass trombone on GGG# and finally fading to nothing. 

The English text is: 

Yours, O Lord, is the greatness and the power and the splendor. 

Yours is the triumph and the majesty, 

for all in heaven and on earth is Yours. 

Yours, O Lord, is supreme sovereignty. 

This work employs slight variations within each repetition of the main theme. 

Identifying these differences and making the choir aware of them should prevent each 

section from being repeated verbatim. Activities which reorder the sections of music 

and allow the voices to sing the measures which have the greatest degree of alterations 

consecutively may facilitate their understanding of the variations and also highlight the 

performance differences. 

As in the first movement, a principal obstacle to performance is text and diction. 

Inherent in all languages are the many dialects and accents which can be found. It is 

most important to be consistent with the diction in all matters — individual voices, voice 
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parts, sections, and movements. Speaking the text in ifaythm will also help familiarize 

the choir with the idiomatic sounds of Hebrew. 

Hem afy'shuati 

Soprano Tacet 

AltoTacet 

Tenor Tacet 

BassTacet 

This 101 measure movement is a song for cantor and organ. The first four 

notes constitute the melodic germ for the entire movement Asia proves that much 

material can be derived from the notes: e Although phrases may deviate far 

from these notes, their melodic influence is almost always present. The movement 

incorporates some of the clearly defined, though non-fimctional, harmonies. Triadic 

harmony predominates, although often including extended chords, the BMmMMM, for 

example. 

The English text is; 

Behold, God is my deliverance: I am confident and unafraid. 

The L,ord is my strength, my might, my deliverance. 

With joy shall you draw water from the wells of deliverance: 

Deliverance is the Lord's: He will bless His people. 

Adonai tzeva'ot is with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress. 

Adonai tzeva'ot, blessed is the one who trusts in You. 

Help us. Lord: answer us, O King, when we caU. 
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HaBelujah 

Soprano [div] d-al 

Alto [div] c-dl 

Tenor [div] D-g 

Bass [div] GG-d 

Celebration concludes with a lively movement, Halleluja. The longest and most 

grandiose, this movement employs all the forces of the work: brass, organ, cantor and 

choir. The entire work, except for the introduction, is built on ten motives, melodic, 

rhythmic, or conceptual, some of which are closely related [see Example Five]. Asia 

takes these ten ideas and arranges them in various ways. Sometimes the first measure 

of one motive will be followed by the second measure of a different motive. Besides 

fragmentation, other variation devices include augmentation, inversion, transposition, 

melodic diminution, and pitch alteratiotL 

The tessitura is high, particularly for the upper voices, but the sections without 

chorus allow the voices some rest The melodies are lyrical and tonal, and because of 

frequent repetition, the harmonic dissonances become commonplace and expected. 

Furthermore, much of the choral writing is doubled in either the brass, organ, or both. 



Example Five: Ten Motives Found in Halleluja. 
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The rhythms of this work, sometimes surprising, ate not overly difBcult due to 

motivic repetitioiL Many of Asia's typical compositional traits may be observed: 

cross-bar accents, hemiola, and compound meter acquired through note values instead 

of multiple time signatures. At first it appears unusual to have so few meter changes. 

However, since Asia's metrical changes are influenced by the declamation of speech, 

and this movement is based on one word, there exists no need for the number of meter 

changes normally associated with his works. 

The choral parts throughout are homophonic and primarily homorhythmic, 

the further result of the repetition of the ten motives. Varied in dmbre is exemplified 

by measure 129. Here, the cantor introduces motive r, accompanied by organ. When 

the choir sings the lyrical r motive, beginning in unison, the music contrasts with the 

other rhythmic motivic ideas present 

The work is through composed. Like the movements which preceded it, this 

movement uses short instrumental interludes to define major structural sections. 

Because of these interludes, and the preponderance of motivic repetition, the work 

sounds as if written in a more formal pattern. This is not the case. Analysis reveals no 

logical pattern to the ordering of sections. 

Because of the motivic construction of this movement and the lack of a large 

formal design, a presentation of the thematic development is best accomplished with a 

graph. The following chart of the work shows its structure [see Example Six]. 



Example Six: Chart of the Use of the Ten Motives Found in Halleluja. 

Measures Motive Forces Device 

1-9 none Brass & Organ Quaitile Harmony 

10-13 X Organ 

14-17 X Brass 

18-19 y Organ fragmented 

20-21 y Brass Fragmented 

22 u Brass 

23 u Brass & Organ 

24 u Brass Retrograde 

25 y Brass Fragmented 

26 u Brass Fragmented 

27-28 u Brass & Organ 

29 V Organ Fragmented 

30 V Brass & Organ Inverted 

31 V Organ Pitch Alter. 

32-34 V Brass & Organ 

35 V Organ Transposed 

36 V Brass & Organ biverted & Trans. 

37 V Organ 

38 V Organ Retrograde 

39 V Brass & Organ Transposed 

40 V Brass & Organ Inverted & Trans. 

41-46 z Brass 



Measures Motiye Forces Device 

47-56 u Brass 

57-61 X Tutti (No Cantor) Melodic Aug. 

62-64 t Choir & Organ Melodic Dim. 

65-68 y Choir & Organ 

69-70 u Tutti (No Cantor) 

71 u Tutti (No Cantor) Inverted 

72 y Tutti (No Cantor) 

73-75 u Tutti (No Cantor) 

76 V Organ 

77 t Brass & Choir Melodic Dim. 

78 V Organ Melodic Alter. 

79-81 V Tutti (No Cantor) 

82 V Brass & Choir Transposed 

83 V Brass & Choir Inverted & Trans. 

84 V Choir & Organ 

85 V Choir & Organ Retrograde 

86 V Choir & Organ Transposed 

87 V Choir & Organ Diverted & Trans. 

88-97 z Brass 

98-99 t Tutti (No Cantor) 

100-101 t Choir Melodic Dim. 

102-103 t Tutti (No Cantor) 

104-108 t Choir Variations 

109-112 w Tutti (No Cantor) 



Measures Motive Forces Device 

113-120 s Tutti (No Cantor) 

121-125 u Brass 

126-128 r Organ 

129-136 r Cantor & Organ 

137-141 z Brass Diminution 

142-149 r Cantor & Organ 

150-151 z Brass Diminution 

152-160 r Choir & Organ 

161-167 z Brass Melod. Accum. 

168-172 z/u Brass Variations 

173-175 u Choir & Organ 

176 y Choir & Organ Fragmented 

177-179 u Choir & Organ 

180 V Brass 

181 V Brass Inverted 

182 V Brass Melodic Alter 

183-185 V Brass 

186 V Brass Transposed 

187 V Brass diverted & Trans. 

188-189 u Choir & Organ 

190 y Choir & Organ 

191-195 u Choir & Organ 

196 r Organ 



Measures Motive Forces Device 

197-205 r Cantor & Organ 

206 y Brass Melodic Alter. 

ion-110 t Brass Trans. & Inv. 

211-220 r Choir & Organ 

221-225 u Brass 

iie-in t Brass Melodic Dim 

228 t Brass biveited 

229-232 y Brass 

233-234 u Brass 

235 y Brass 

236-239 u Brass 

240-250 r Cantor & Organ Augmentation 

251-253 u Tutti (No Cantor) Augmentation 

254-267 zAi Brass 

268-271 X Tutti (No Cantor) 

272-275 y Brass & Choir 

276-277 a Tutti 

278 U Tutti Inverted 

279 y Tutti Fragmented 

280-282 u Tutti 

283 V Choir 

284 t Choir Transposed 

285 V Choir Melodic Alter 



Measures Motive Forces Device 

286-288 V Brass & Cantor 

289 V Choir Transposed 

290 t Choir Melodk; Alter 

291 V Brass & Cantor 

292 V Brass & Cantor Inverted 

293 V Choir Transposed 

294 t Choir Melodk; Alter 

295 u Tutti 

296 u Tutti Inverted 

297 y Tutti Fragmented 

298-300 u Tutti 

301-204 zAi Choir 

306-310 z/ii Brass, Cantor, Choir 

311-312 t Choir & Organ 

313-314 t Choir & Organ Melodic Dim. 

315-316 t Choir & Organ 

317-321 t Choir & Organ Melodic Dim 

322-325 w Tutti 

326-337 s Tutti 
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The translation of the movement is; 

Halleluja! Praise God in the highest, with timbral and harp. 

The choir should be taught the ten motives early in rehearsals. The ability to 

identify each motive within die woric will add greatly to the choir's comprehension of 

the structure and hence, their performance. The choir might also be aware of minor 

variations within these motives for further assistance. 

Initially, Halleluja is best learned at a tempo slower than its final performance. 

This will help ensure that rhythms are learned precisely. The cross-bar displacements 

or the insertion of rests, especially on the first beats of measures, can trap young 

singers if executed at a fast tempo. At a more moderate tempo the rhythms are more 

easily learned. The slow tempo also aids in learning pitches. Partly related to Asia's 

maturing choral style, and pardy due to the influence of Hebrew chant, the melodic and 

harmonic language of Halleluja is tonal, if not always fimctionaL 
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Part Fivei purer than purest pure 

purer Aan purest pure 

[1996] 

Soprano d-al 

AltoB-el 

Tenor E-a 

Bass GG#-e 

Asia's most recent choral work, purer than purest pure (1996), was 

commissioned by the Ithaca College Choral Series. It is in seven short movements (/ 

thank you God', who sharpens every dull; o the round little man (i), goo-dnujre-nmg; o 

the round little man (j£),jake hates', and purer than purest pure). The longest movement 

lasts no more than two and a half minutes, and two movements are less than twenty 

seconds. The texts are by e. e. cummings; some are metrical and rhymed, and some 

employ ftee verse-

Certain compositional devices reduce the difficulty of this wodc. For example, 

although Asia often employs dissonant harmonies, he mitigates the difficult for choirs 

by interspersing unison passages. Pairings of voices also contribute to the accessibility 

of many of the movements. Transitions from movement to movement are easily made 

by means of either a common note, implied third relation, or dominant to tonic relation. 

Asia's melodic writing, though expressive, is often complex. The interval of 

the octave is nevo^ used melodically; however, leaps of minor and major sevenths and 

ninths are found throughout in all voices. Because Asia employs octave displacements, 

his vocal writing tends to be more disjunct than conjunct, except when the influences of 
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Jewish chant prevail. Frequently his melodies form compound lines. These compound 

lines manifest themselves in two separate ways, in the foreground and in the 

background. Compound lines in the foreground are often found in more than one vocal 

part Frequently, the compound line in the Bass is in contrary motion to that of the 

soprano, as is true in the Example Seven [see Example Seven and Example Eight]. 

Example Seven: I thank you God, mm. 7-10 

" "- -{ ~-.------
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its~f leap- ang green- ly spir - trees 
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A • #- 1*- ~- - • !t( . ....---
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~~ ~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 
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leap- ing green- ly spir - its of trees 

Example Eight: Graph of the outer voices of I thank you God, mm. 7-10 
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Compound lines can be over a longer period of time as well. The latter device 

is obscured by the octave displacements and the length of time it takes for the music to 

achieve it goal note. In I thank you God (measures twenty-one through thirty-six, for 

example) the melody is essentially moving from d to al [see Example Nine and 

Example Ten]. Asia sends the melody quickly to the octave (dl). He repeats the same 

melodic shape in measure twenty-five, but then almost immediately, by means of the 

leap of the major seventh, recalls the frrst octave. The melody works its way back up 

to e 1 in one measure, progresses on to f#l in the next measure, and further to g#l in 

measure thirty-one. In measure thirty-two the note a is attained but in the lower octave 

only, thus the lowe_r of the compound line has resolved. Immediately following the a 

the upper octave is heard. After three more measures the al is heard. Both of these 

types of compound line, foreground and background, are employed throughout Asia's 

music. 

Example Nine: I thank you God, mm. 21-36, Soprano 

~I J J1 I r---g let CJ : r· ;H I~ D•r .ll _F' _ ,]~ - -If --tt1 
(I wltn hne died •• a - hva a - pan Ia - day, ...cl tlut is tile -• barth · day; tbaa It the birtll day of 

1&., tJ ·1t Cf It · 1' J'tp l .. r- r lrJU itJCJ --11 f"2Jd 
lila _. o( lou ucl winp: aM of the P)' pet hap-,_. ins i I • lia- i &-a • b1y aartll) 

Example Ten: Graph of I thank you God, mm. 21-36, Soprano line 



Although Asia's rhythms appear daunting at frrst inspection, if properly 

approached they pose few problems for conductor or chorus. Much of the apparent 

complexity arises from Asia's tendency to derive his rhythms from the variable 

inflections of speech [see Example Eleven]. The composer imposes order upon many 

of his rhythms through repetition, bar line displacement, and metrical shifts (i.e., 

dividing a measure into two or three equal portions). 

Example Eleven: o the round little man (i), mm. 1-3, Soprano line 

p f ., 
> 

~CJ ~~ ,. ·.#}jjJ. ~ li r 6 I Ci1 111 ' ·tt 
0 the 1WIId lit- tie ~ we loved 90 is - n't 

The texture of purer than purest pure is predominantly homophonic and 
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homorhythmic. Variety is achieved through timbre changes and by thinning the texture 

to paired voices or solo lines. Only the seventh movement contains a short, five-bar 

canonic passage. 

Diacritical marks are clear and more concise than in earlier works such as She. 

Where She employs a phrase such as "very calm and placid," purer than purest pure 

relies more on one-word descriptions such as "serenely." Dynamics are abundant and 

precise. The third movement [see Example Twelve] has a plethora of dynamic 

shadings which change in every bar. Accents, staccati, and tenuti are used, although 

not as precisely as dynamic markings. Often Asia gives specific indications pertaining 



to breaths. Tempi are given with metronome markings which remain constant 

throughout each movement 

Example Twelve: o the round little man (i), mm 1-5 

gay of a brave: of a 

-
no!w a gay of a brave of a 

0 the mund lit-tle m111 we loved so is -n'l nolw a 
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The text affects Asia's music in a variety of ways. Single words or phrases 

often influence a melodic or harmonic motive. Asia allows cummings' textual structure 

to influence musical structure. Since cummings' poem goo-dmore-ning is disjunct and 

fragmented, so too is Asia's setting of the text. Short solo lines are interrupted by the 

ensemble. Similarly, the poem jake hates is strophic and so is Asia's musical setting. 

The slight variances in the strophe serve to highlight portions of the text For example, 

"the bright ones" is sung forte, "the dim ones," piano; "the dead ones" (a ritardando to 

a fermata), illustrates clearly a slowing and a dead pulse. The childish nature of Jake's 

hatred of the girls is immediately captured in Asia's opening unison motive: sol mi Ia 

sol mi. This tune quickly establishes a comical character for both the text and the 

music. 
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purer than purest pure is symmetncal [see Example Thirteen]. The symmetry 

consists of two halves, each with three movements, with the fourth movement standing 

alone. The two outer movements are related to each other through form and pitch 

centers. Both the first and the second movements are in a tripartite form. The last two 

movements are in a variation form, each with four variations. Movements three and 

five are the two shortest, setting the same text. Movement four, in the center, is 

through-composed. The division of the symmetry is heightened by the form of 

movements three and fi^ve. Although they set the same text, they are structurally alrin 

to their "half." The third movement, because it is comprised of three sections, is 

related to the first two movements. The fifth movement, because of its four sections, is 

similar to the last two movements. 

Example Thirteen: Chart of the Symmetry of purer than purest pure 

Moveaient Form Length Tonal Center 

One AAB 1"50' D 

Two ABA r 5' D 

Three AAB 15' F# 

Four Through- 60' D 

Composed 

Five AABA 20' F# 

Six ab ab ab ab 55' D 

Seven ab ab ab ab 2" 20' D 
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I dumkyouGod 

Soprano d-al 

AltodMl 

Tenor G-a 

BassC#« 

In I Aankyou God the structure and the techniques used to build that 

structure are very clear. The movement has three large sections, each comprised of 

three parts. Section [A] consists of a, b, and c. [A'] uses a', b', and b", while 

section [B] uses three variations on c. Compound line is prominent throughout 

this movement in all the voice parts. Pairings of voices are also employed. A good 

example of both paired voices and compound line is measures thirty-seven 

through forty-three. In this example the alto and tenor voices sing compound lines 

for seven measures, arriving at their goal tones through contrary motion. 

Although cast in a highly chromatic vein, there are structurally significant 

points reminiscent of eighteenth-century harmony in I thank you God. Measure 

thirty-six ends on a half cadence, AMm^5, which resolves to the unison J in the 

following measure [see Example Fourteen]. The next seven measures prolong the 

subdominant harmony, GM. The movement clearly incorporates tonic and 

dominant relationships, although not in the traditional eighteenth-century manner in 

which each harmony must be classified as either pre-dominant, dominant, or tonic. 

Asia's fimctional tonality can be distinguished from a broader tonal scheme in 

which a group of pitches revolve around a central note. 



Example Fourteen: I thank You God, mm 36-37 
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Warm up exercises which aid the choir's ability to sing dissonant intervals 

(i.e., tritone, major seventh) would prove beneficial. Asia's melodies often 

incorporate vocally difficult intervals. For example, one could have three sections 

the of choir sing a major scale ascending and descending, while one section 

remains on the tonic pitch. This procedure can then be varied by adhering to the 

following steps: 

• One section remains on tonic 
• One section sings the scale, but once sol is attained 

they remain on sol until it is heard descending, 
then they continue down to do 

• The remaining two sections sing the scale ascending and 
descending 

The above exercise can easily be altered to incorporate the chromatic scale. 

Because the exercise uses two drone pitches (do and sol) it facilitates the choir's 

ability to sing chromatic intervals in tune. It is important, to vary which section 

remains on the tonic and dominant pitches to allow all singers the practice needed 

to sing the chromatic scale and to avoid vocal fatigue. Introducing exercises 

64 
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which employ the chromatic scale eady in rehearsals of these woiks will assist in 

the choir's awareness and abili^ to sing more accurately the chromatic lines 

throughout/ thank you God and all the movements of purer than purest pure. 

Other steps may be taken to insure the choir's ability to sing Ithankyou 

God in tune. As the work centers around the tey centers of D and those closely 

related to A the choir's ability to keep a relationship is essential Raising 

the choir's awareness of structurally significant measures is of benefit for a 

successful performance of the work. It is an added benefit that these significant 

harmonies are also more familiar to young singers. Instructing the choir on the 

many dominant harmonies and their unorthodox resolutions will improve the 

choir's intonation and elevate their understanding of the structure of the work. 

Learning the movement on a neutral syllable is reconunended; this will facilitate the 

ensemble's concentration on pitches, may improve vocal technique, and can 

reinforce dynamic shadings as well. 

For the choir to master the compound lines, an exercise dividing the lines 

may be employed Assigning the upper compound line to every even numbered 

singer and the lower compound line to the odd numbered singer will ensure the 

choir's understanding of melodic motion. Inverting the numbers assigned is 

necessary and affords everyone in each section the opportunity to sing both Unes; 

in addition it allows for repetitions without the rehearsal beconung tedious. After 

both groups have sung both parts successfully, ask them to accent notes of either 

the uppo^ or lower melodic line while singing the entire melody to reinforce melodic 

movement and thus, intonation. 
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Speaking the text in riiythm can serve to teach many musical elements, apart 

from riiythm alone. Enunciating the words in rhythm with great emphasis on 

accented syllables will reinforce meter changes. This exercise is also helpful in 

reinforcing the many dynamic maddngs. Diction will improve significantly. 

However, work on diction and other rhythmic problems should take place only 

after the pitches have been learned in the character of the work (Le., articulation is 

mastered using a neutral syllable that reinforces the vocal color along with the 

required dynamics). 

who sharpens every dull 

Soprano e-flU 

Alto B-b 

Tenor E-fl^ 

Bass GG#-d 

who sharpens every dull, the second movement, is also is a tripartite 

structure, though simpler than the first movement hi this movement there are only 

two basic motives, and their positioning determines the form. [A] is made up of a 

and a', [B] is formed by b and b', and the last [A] has a" and a'" as its parts. 

The phrase lengths are move consistent unlikB those found in the first movement. 

It is clear to see that a variation technique is employed within the movement This 

movement also offers the most easily deciphered harmonic progressions. The only 

two difficulties in analyzing them are that (a) many are implied, and (b) there is 

often one voice which is not fimctioning within a harmonic progression. For 



example, the opening three measues make harmonic sense if analyzed without the 

alto voice, except for beat one of the second measure (whoe it substimtes for the 

tenor voice) [see Example Hftera]. 

Example Fifteen: Harmonic Analysis of who sharpens every dull, mm. 1-3 

1 2 3 

CXM) CM<5 dm^ CM6 FM GM AMm^ DMm®5 

CM: V Pssng IV V 
GM: rv v7/v V65 

It is the addition of the altos' non-harmonic tones which inhibits harmonic analysis. 

Usiially in purer than purest pure there is one voice that adds these non-hamionic 

tones while the other voices move within a tonal center. Often the voice which is 

outside the tonal center exaggerates its melodic line by creating major and minor 

seconds with another voice. 

Because there is often one voice operating independently of the harmonic 

scheme of the others, this woric is best rehearsed in pairs of voices. Allowing each 

voice part to first sing with another voice part that creates the most consonant 

harmonies serves diis movement welL Sequencing different combinations of 

voices, starting with pairs and woridng towards trios, will add variety to the 

rehearsal. After the voices have been successful in singing their lines against other 

lines creating consonances, mote dissonant combinations should be sung, until 

finally, all parts are united. The conductcv must be sure to rehearse each 
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combinatioii of lines following the same dynamics and tempi, allowing no room 

for one part to learn a phrasing or articulation differently &om the others. 

o the round little man (i) 

Soprano 

Alto e-bb 

Tenor F#-g 

Bass E-d 

The shortest of all the movements is the third, o the round little man (i). 

This ten measure movement, in tripartite AAB form, employs four meter 

changes and fourteen dynamic changes. One of the best of paired voices is the 

opening two measures where there are two lines of counterpoint, the sopranos and 

tenors singing in octaves and the altos and basses singing in octaves. The use of 

contrary modon between the outer voices is immediately recognizable, both 

visually and aurally. 

Pedagogical suggestions used for who sharpens every dull may be applied 

here, as the same problem of one voice operating independently of the harmonic 

scheme is found in this movement 

The last five measures ate best learned witfi the entire ensemble speaking 

each part After the choir gains an understanding of the desired effect they may 

speak their own lines. This will result in a better understanding of how an 

individual part shapes the whole. Once rhythmic elements and diction have been 

learned, adding the notes wiU be easier. 
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goo-dmore-rung 

Soprano (incL Solo) d-gl 

Alto (incL Solo) B-d#l 

Tenor (incL Solo) G-a 

Bass (incL Solo) C#-e 

The central movement, goo-dmore-ning, is through composed. It employs 

the wi(fest variety of phrase lengths. Melodically it is the most difGcult because of 

the prominent use of displaced octaves and highly exposed lines. This movement 

is also challenging rhythmically. There are two cases of cross-bar rhythms which 

do not indicate syncopation but, rather, help to subvert a feeling of constant metrical 

pulse. Also there are four instances where an individual meter doesn't match the 

notated rhythm. In these cases, the time signature in 3/4, and the rhythm is cleariy 

in 6/8. Fortunately for the entire ensemble, these difficulties are lessened by the 

use of solo passages. 

This movement is the most specific in terms of articulation. Accent and 

tenuto marks are used frequently. At the end of the movement the phrase "bell 

like" is used to describe the articulation of the final syllable. 

The woik is best served by learning the notes on a neutral syllable. While 

engaged in this process, the incorporation of an exercise that would allow for the 

rewriting of the displaced octaves would be beneficiaL The conductor should lead 

the singers, specifically the soloists, to the understanding that the melodic lines are 

more lyrical than they appear. It is the displaced octaves and compound lines 

which create the illusion of lack of lyricism. 



The learning activity for compound line, described for / thank you God, 

may also be applied here. 

o the round little man (ii) 

Soprano 

Altoc-cl 

Tenor A#-g 

Bass G-c# 

A second setting of o the round little man (ii) comprises the fifth 

movemenL It is the first movement sung in four parts in the entire work. Only 

twenty measures long, it employs eight meter changes and eight dynamic changes. 

This setting also incorporates contrary motion and paired voices, although not to 

the extent of its structural panner, movement three. 

Like the earlier setting of this text, there is usually one voice which 

operates in a different harmonic scheme firom the others, and this woric is best 

rehearsed by pairing voices. Pedagogical suggestions used for who 

sharpens every dull may also be applied here, as the same problem is found in this 

movement 
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joke hates 

Soprano g-al 

AltofWHll 

Tenor G-a 

Bass F-eb 

The potest movement in form, due principally to its consistent phrase 

length, is the sixth, joke hates. The clari^ of the musical form is reflected in the 

clarity of the poetic structure. A six measure phrase, "a," is followed by a three 

measure phrase "b.** This happens for all but the fourth and final time, where 

phrase "b" is shoitened to two measures. All the phrases, except for the last, are 

divided through the use of a fennata at then end of "a" and a break between the 

phrases. Although the large structure of the movement is strophic, there is a 

variation within each strophe. The mostobvious variation is voicings. The four 

entrances of phrase 'V use all four voices, men's voices, women's voices, and all 

four voices, respectively. Within each of the phrases a few notes are altered, 

usually by a half or whole step in either direction. 

The thir^-five measure woik employs sixteen dynamic changes, but no 

meter changes. Tempo changes are used to highlight the subtleties of the text The 

movement begins at the tempo of d s 112. There are indications of a relaxation of 

that speed, but no new metronome maridng is given, only the words "a litde slower 

(T° n)." The text of this movement lends itself to more traditional employment of 

text painting. The sentrace "gus loves all the girls" is set with a decrescendo and 

portamento to the final word having a feimata over the final word; "the warped 
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ones" begins with a tritone; and "the mad moronic maimetT is initiated with a leap 

up of a major seventh followed by a chromatic downward passage, and ending 

with a leap down of a tritone on the word "maimed.** 

The difficulty in this work stems from the slight variations within each 

repetition of the strophe. Similar to other works of Asia which employ a variation 

technique, identifying these differences and making the choir aware of them 

should prevent the natural desire to repeat sections verbatim. Activities which 

allow the voices to sing in order the measures which have the greatest degree of 

alterations would help facilitate the choir's understanding of the variations and 

also highlight the differences one needs to achieve vocally. 

purer than purest pure 

Soprano f-fl 

AltoB-a 

Tenor F#^ 

BassC#-B 

The cycle concludes with its title song, purer than purest pure. This 

movement, the slowest and longest, shows Asia at his most lyricaL Some of the 

best examples of the influence of speech declamation on rhythm are found here. 

Each A section uses a rhythmic pattern that coincides with the natural flow of the 

spoken text [see Example Sixteen]. 



Example Sixteen: purer than purest pure A sections 

Opening A 
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Third A 
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~-· -- .... ., ..., world be ,.,. •I · ICMe be p. ... , 

Because the character of this movement is more lyrical, the octave 

displacement is used only once by the bass between measures forty-six and forty

seven. Other than the one bass leap of a minor seventh, no leaps greater than a 

fifth occur in any voice part. Meter changes are used to help facilitate speech 

declamation. Accented syllables fall on accented beats. An example of the 

marriage of meter and text declamation is seen in the final entry of the A section. 

74 
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Rather than beginning on die downbeat of a 3/4 measure, like the opening, it begins 

with an anacrusis to a 2/4 measuie to he^ facilitate the natural speech pattern. 

This movemoit, like the preceding, uses slight vaiiations within each 

repetition of the strophe. Pedagogical suggestions used for joke hates may also be 

applied hoe, as the same problem of recognizing the variations in the settings is 

found in this movement 

This movement also frequently uses paired voices. Rehearsal techniques 

should be shaped by this, by rehearsing combinations of upper voices, lower 

voices, men's voices, and women's voices. Practicing on a neutral syllable will 

help facilitate the serene quality of the woric, before adding text into the legato line. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMATIONS 

The evoludon from Asia's more avant-garde style, which incorporated non-

metrical ihythms, elements of chance and the complete abandonment of traditional 

harmonies, to his more tonal, Bemstein-esque compositions, which employ 

melodies with variation and use a more traditional rhytimiic vocabulary, can be 

seen clearly through studying Asia's choral worics. This is exemplified when one 

compares the performance of an early work. Why (?) Jacob, to his most recent 

work, purer than purest pure. 

Rehearsals and performances of Why (?) Jacob, Halleluia, and purer Oum 

purest pure have uncovered other insights, such as the fact that they are certainly 

attainable by non-auditioned ensembles given that the rehearsals are approached in a 

sound pedagogical manner and there is enough time for the choir to become familiar 

not only with some of the unorthodox notation devices, but also with the dissonant 

harmonic language. 

After the pitches were learned several difficulties presented themselves. 

Choral problems include the pronunciation of the word "no!w," in o the round 

little man (ii) and the unusual notation of one neutral syllable sound in two different 

ways in Why (?) Jacob. DifBculties in pronunciation of the Hebrew in Celebration 

were augmented by Asia's awkward phonetic transcription. Efis various spellings 

of Hebrew words not only created stumbling blocks for the choir, but also impeded 

research of diese works. Problems for the instrumentalists include the absence of 

directions for when the French horn should remove its mute; the absence of an 

organ part for in Why (?) Jacob, thus forcing the organist to read open score. In 
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additioiu in HalleluiOy a note is written for the organ which doesn't exist on the 

instrument In Why (?) Jacob, the omission of key signatures, although not 

uncommon in avant-gaide works, was determined by this conductor to be an 

editorial mistake. Another editorial mistake is the omission of a time signature in 

measure twenty-one of the final movement of purer ihan purest pure. 

Thorough stu(ty of Asia's choral works will prepare the conductor for 

problems which may arise in rehearsal. E)etailed analysis which uncovers more 

easily recognizable musical structures wiU enhance the conductor's ability to teach 

these worics to a choir. Varying rehearsal procedure is essential when preparing 

these works. Too much time spent on learning notes may bring frustration and 

could prove detrimental to establishing a positive esprit de corps. To this end, this 

conductor found it best to leam and rehearse movements out of order and sections 

within movements based on a pedagogical rather than chronological sequence. 

Oespite the aforementioned problems and difficulties one may have in 

rehearsing these woiks, Asia's rich harmonic language, interesting melodies, 

masterful attention to text, and coloristic treatment of timbres warrants the 

performance of his choral wodcs. These works are artistically satisfying, musically 

rewarding, and worthy of further attention. 
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THE COMPLETE PUBLISHED WORKS OF DANIEL ASIA 
Arranged Chionologically 

Forces Duration Title/Date 

Piano Trio (1996) 
purer than purest pure (1996) 
Breath in a Ram's Horn (1995) 
Embers (1995) 
My Father's Name Was (1995) 
The Alex Set (1995) 
Summer Haze* (1994) 
Piano Concerto (1994) 
Five Images (1994) 
Gateways (1^3) 
Symphony No. 4 (1993) 
Symphony No. 3 (1992) 
At the Far Edge (1991) 
Black Ughtil990) 
Symphony No. 2 (1988-90) 
Piano Quiartet (I9i9) 
Two Sacred Songs (1989) 
B for J {19SS) 

Celebration (1988) 

Symphony No. 1 (1987) 
Scherzo Sonata (1987) 
Songs from the Page of Swords (1986) 
Oss^aw Island Dream (1986) 
Songs from the Page of Swords (1986) 
Psalm 30 
String Quartet No. 2 (1985) 
V'Shamru (1985) 
Pines Songs (1985) 
Three Movements for Trumpet and 

Orchestra 0984) 
Pines Songs (1983-4) 
Pines Songs (1983) 
Music for Tnunpet and Organ (1983) 
Marimba Music (1983) 
Why (?) Jacob {mi) 

Pno. Vn, Vc 30r' 
SATB 8" 
T(orS),Pno 12" 
Fl, Gtr 10^* 
Soprano, Pno, Bs 3" 
Ob T 
Gtr 3" 
Pno, Lrg. Orch 37' 
Fl, Bssn 10" 
Lrg. Orch y 
Ug. Orch 27' 
Lrg. Orch 40" 
Lrg. Orch 12" 
Lrg. Orch 10" 
Lrg. Orch 27' 
Vn, Va, Vc, Pno 23" 
Sop, Gtr, R, Vc 14" 
FU Bs CI, Vib, Org (Elec.), 5" 
Tb, Vn. Va, Vc 
Bar, SATB, Tp, Tp, Hn, 19" 
Tb, Bs Tb, Org 
Lrg. Orch 24" 
Pno 35" 
Bass-Bar, Ob, Chmbr Ens 25" 
Mez-Sop, Lrg. Orch 40" 
Bass-Bar, Ob, Pno 26" 
Bar, Vn, Pno 12" 
Vn. Vn, Va, Vc 24" 
Bar, Chmbr Orch 7' 
Bass-Bar. Ob, Ptao 17" 

Tr, Chmbr Orch 12" 
Sop, Wdwnd Qntet, Pno 28" 
Sop, Pno 17' 
Tp. Org 17' 
Ntoba 22" 
Pno icy 
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Title/Date Forces Duration 

Ossabawlsabid Dream (X9%l-7) QimbrOich 35** 
She (1981-2) SATB 5" 
Rivalries (1990-1) ChmbrOtch 15" 
Why (?) Jacob (19^9) SSAATTBB,Pno 12" 
5am//7 (1978) ChmbrEns 19" 
Line Images** (I97i) Dbl Reed Ens 11" 
As Above (1911) Efectronk Tape IT' 
Plum-DS n** (l9rJD H.Tape 12" 
Miles Mix (WIS) Electroiik; Tape 12" 
String Quartet No. 1 (1976) Vn, Vn, Va, Vc 12" 
Pine Set n (191 €) 2 Piios 18" 
Dream Sequence 1 (1975) Amplefied Tb 11" 
Shtay (1915) Eleotionic Tape 5" 
On the Surface** (1974-75) Chmbr Ens 26" 
Nineteen [s.v. Soundshapes] (1972) SATB, Ptch Pps 9" 

Key: Vn Violin Fl Flute 
Va Viola Ob Oboe 
Vc Violin-Celio BsQ Bass Clarinet 
Tp Trumpet Or Guitar 
{to Horn Mrmba Marimba 
Tb Trombone Pno Piano 
BsTb Bass Trombone Org Organ 
Lrg.C)Tch Large Orchestra Wdwid Wood Wind 
CbmbrOrcb Qiamber Orchestra Qntet Quintet 
ChmbrEns Chamber Ensemble Ptch Pps Pitch Pipes 
Sop Soprano Soloist MezSop Mezzo Soprano Soloist 
Bar Baritone Soloist Bass-Bar Bass-Baritone Soloist 
SATB NGxed Chorus ̂ 4 SSAATTBB Mixed Chorus 4 8 

* Frederick Harris Music Co. 
* Dan Asia Music 

All other works published by Theodore Presser Music Publisher, 
Bryn Mawr PA 19010 
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THE DISCOGRAPHY OF DANIEL ASIA 

Title/Performers 

PLUM-Dream Sequence U (Robett Dick, flute) 

Symphony No. 2, Symphony No. 3 
(Phoenix Symphony, James Sedaies, 
conductor) 

Miles Mix, Shtay (Electronic Tape); 
Rivalries (Oberlin Contemporary Chamber 
Ensemble, Daniel Asia, conductor); Sand 11 
(Reconnaisance, Mary Feinsinger, mezzo-
soprano, Daniel Asia, conductor); String 
Quartet No. I (The Rymour Quainet) 

Recording [Year] 

BABEL 9158-1 [1991] 

New World Records 
80447-2 [1993] 

Albany Troy 106 [1993] 

Scherzo Sonata, Why (?) Jacob (Jonathan 
Shames); Piano Qu^et (Jonathw Shames, 
Bridge Eosemble) 

Koch International Classics 
3-7313-2H1 [1995] 
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